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Economists studying the large influx of1married women into the

labor'force since the 1940's have relied on neoclassical theory to provide

logical framework with which to meisure woolen's response to higher wages

as a combinbtion.of income and substitution effects. Since more women have

Worke'd for pay as female wages have risen, the substitution effect has been

obsei-ved to predominate over the income effect, i.e.; women have increased
.

their paid labor becaUse the opportunity, cost of nonmarket work or leisure

has become so high. The economists' answer to the question of why more

women have'becbme employed is simple: it has become too expensive not to

work.

(
The answerbeg,s,- the question, since, measuring substitution and

income effects does not help us understand'the forces th4t creai.ed these
)er

effects. The degree to which the wife's work decision reflects the ful

fillment of efficiency principles -versus a response to social norms and

personal need' is analyzea. An institutional approach is usea to analyze

the importance of maximizing the economic returm to work as a determinant

of women's paid work decision.

I. The Women Being Studied
4r

The National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) of Women, who were :50-to 44

years of age diming the initial survey year 1967, provides the data base

'for studying women's work decisions. The 4500 women surveyed show that the

largest group of.women (45%) were employed sporadically over the survey

'period 1967-1974. (See Table 1.) The Temainfng women were divided into two ,

groups -- those who workea bver the entire period (29%) and those who were

never employed during the period ,(2(4).(1)
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II. Tne Potential Econ6m1c Return to Work

In order to ask if women's work decisions are consistent with maxi-
/--

mizing their economic return to work (i.e., the maximum market value of

their m'aximum work hours), we need to have a wage rate for .each'woman as

well as the time frame she faces of socially-required ho"uftwork and uncdn-

strained,time.

A. The market wage rate

For those women who reported a 1974 wage ratel we can use their

observed wage. For those without an observed 1974 wage, wt need to esti-

mate their potential market wages. How to impute wages to women who are'

not employed has received a great deal of attention: The typical approach--

is to estimate a wage equation for the population of employed women using

human capital variables and adjusting for truncation bias.(2) Although

this.approach is statistically sophisticatedi its low predictive power(3)

makes it inappropriate here since we want to assign a realistic market wage

to each woman rather than explain the earnings differentials among women.

Therefore, the approach taken here uses previous wage information to pre-

die 1974 wages.

Sixty-two perCent of the sample (2798 wOmen)'reported an hourly .

wage rate in 1974 and in a previous survey.. Their median wage in 1974 fell

between $2.01 and $2.50, (See Table 2.) 'Almosi 60% of these women earned

between $1.61 and $3.50; 15% earned $1.60 and less; 26%'earned 6ver $3.50.'

One-third'of the women were earning a wage less than or equal to the mini-
.

mum wage rate, whidh rose from $1.60 to 42.00 on. May.1, 1974.(4) For these

women, t'he following regression was estimat*d(5):

log W
74

= .8222 log W
t

+ .0552 T1 - .0525 T2 + .0155 ED + u
(.012) (.0087) (.0062) (.0017)

17 2 7 4
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Table 1. .Labor Force Activity of WOmen

)

I

troup Number Fprcent

in Saiple (1967-1974)

Description

A. ' 1298 29% Wage reported eaCh survey year
S. 2028 . 45 Wage reported at least one survey yearH. 1170 26 Netwage reported during survey period

4/----ITC

*This excludes 587 cases that had "missing observatiOns," which primarilywere people dropped from the survey.

4,

41.Table 2. 1974 -Wage Rate Distribution'

Amount Percent

<$1.00
$1.01-$1.59 8
$1.60-$2.00 21
$2.01-$2.50 - 17
$2.51-$3.00 12

-$3.01-$3.50 11
$3.51-$4.00 8
$4.01-$5.00

>$5.00 8

100%

5*



with the variables defined as follows:

W wage rate in 1974
<74 -

.
.

W
t

wage rate in the most recent survey year t preceding 1974-

Tl years between and 1974, (1974 - t)

T2 equals T1 if T2 > 2, otherwise equals 0; T2 can equal 0,

3, 5, or 7.

ED year's of formal schooling (12 = high school graduation)
4

error term

This equation gives us an estimat'ion of the typical growth rate of

wages. This growth rate has a yearly compaent that takes on iwo values --,

one for women withyages in the previous 1972 survey (coefficient on- T1)
,

and.one for women without a 1972 wage (coefficients on TI and T2). The

growth rate also has a component that reflects years of ducation. The..

growth rates associated with time are 11.7; for 1972 wages, .8; for 1971

wages, 13.5'0. for.1969wages, and 18.9; for 1967 wages.(6).

Thit regression'was used to predict a 1974 for the 180 women

without a 1974 reported wage but with a wage reported/ n a previous survey.

O. The time frame

The institutional approach used here assumes that social norms

require a certain amount of housework that maintains daily life (i.e., meal

preparation and clean-up, family care, clothing care, house care, shopping

cnd management). Custom also goyerns.how these home activities are doni,'

so that a certain amount of socially-required housework is considered the

wife's job and cannot be substituted, while aportion of the, housework is

substitutable through exchange (i.e., it can be provided'in the marketplace

or it can be partially reduced bY the use of market goods and services).(7)

If the wife has a total maxiffium.work day of 13 hours", which leaves 8.hours
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for sleeping, one hour for eating, one hour for grooming, and one hour for

resting, then her daily time frame has three components -- hOusework hours

without substitution (TO), housework hours with substitUtion possible

through exchange (T1), and unconstrained time (12 = 13 - TO - T1). The

socially-required housework hours, both with no substitution and with sub-

stitution allowed, depend on the nunber and ages of children in the home.

The assumed values:for TO and T1 Jed in this paper vary only by the number

of children and refleft social norms empirically observed in time budget'

studies (see Table 3).

.In addition to the time constraints imposed by housework, each fam-

ily has a minimum incomd constraint, i.e., the family needs money income

Y equal to the government's poverty threshold in order to function within

the society. If the family does pot have income Y outside af the woman's

earnings, the woman will be required to work. If the family cannot meet

both the required time input (TO 4V1) and money input (1 ), we assume that
%

the family will not stay intact but will tie forced to change its composi-

tion.

In order to calculate the market value 'of the wife's work, we neea

to assume a value for *houseWork time T1 and unconstrained time T2 spent in

4*additional houseWork. T1 is assumed to have a higher.market value than T2;

the value of T1 is calculated by using-the market wage rate paid child care

and home care ,workers in Syracuse, N.Y., which averaged $2.95 in 1974.(8)

T2 is assumed to be equal to the minimum wage of $2.00. These zross wages

need to be adjusted'for taxes and work-related expenses, which are assumed

to equal .30 to .34 at moderate earnings levels and .20 to .24 at low earn-

ings levels.(9) Table 4 gives these net "break-even" wages (w*). The rel-.

evant wage rite for a Wman's*work decision depends on whether or not-the
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Table 3.. Institutiohal Time.Frame (Hours per 5-day workweek),

Max.
Unedhstrained PaidNo. of Children

Housework Time Hours

No Substitution Substitution Total T
2
=13-T

0
-T

1
T +TT AllowedT T + To 1 0 1

.

0

1

2-3
4-6

19
25

29
31

10
12
12
'13

29

37

41

44

36
28

24

21

46
40
36

34

Source: t is average housework time for employid wives; T
1
is average0

housework time for full-time homemakers. Calculated from K. Walker andM. Woods, Time Use: A Measure of Household Production of Family Goodsand Services, Tables 3.4, 5.5,-1. The time frame for single mothers, is ssumed to be the same on the basis that husbands
contribute houseworkequil to their own maintenance time (i.e., total housework time increesesbUt Wife's housework time does not).

,..
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Table 4. Calculation of Break-even Wages (W*)

.......,

Grois
Wage Rate

Implicit
Tax Rate

W*
a /

Net Wage Rate-

. Substitution Housework $2.95 .66 $4.45
2.95 .76 3.85

...

Mini=um Wage $2.00 -.7 $2.85
, 2.00 .8 2.50

,

a
Rounc:ed down to the nearest $.05.

-

Table 5. Weekly Hours of Paid Work for Given Break-even Wage

Number of
Children

(wife w > $2.85 w > $4.451

i singlewoman 1,7 > $2.50 ,I.7 > $3.85

0 29-40 hrs. 37-46
1 22-31 32-40

2-3 19-26 29-36
4-6 17-23 27-34

i

,

.
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work time must be replaced; the hours ayailable for paid work, both those

that must be replaced and those that are unconstrained, depend on the famiT

ly's composition.

C. Formatioh of Categories

The structure assumed with the time frame, and breakeven wages,

allows us to categorize women according to the edonomic appropriateness of

their work decisions. The time frame in Table 3 is assumed to be more

flexible by allowing women in accepting work hours to deviate +10; or 20;

from the optimal hours shown.(10) The wife's net wage w* used for uncon

strained time is the minimum wage with an implicit tax (plus work expenses)

rate of .3 and $2.95 wage rate with a tax rate of .34 for constrained time

that must be reaoced by housework substitutes. Similarly, single women's

net wage w* used for unconstrained time is the minimum wage with a tax'

r'ate of .2 and $2.95 wage rate-with a tax rate of .24 for constrained time.

Women whose families do not pass the income test (i.e., the family

income ,excluding the W6man's earnings does not equal' the Tioverty

threshold(11)) will be categorized as follows:

1. Forced Worker: Woman should not be in labor force (W < 0)0
4

put she is in labor 'force and does not meet income test.
.

2. Poor Homemaker:. Woman should not be in labor force (W < W*),

she is not ih labor force and does-not meet income test.

Women who-se families pass the income test are categorized according .

to whether their employment dedlsions are consistent with an economic cal-
4

culation that maximizes the market value of work time. Decisions that are

not Consistent with such an economic calculation are termed "homeoriented"

or ientéa

3. Economic Worker: for given'Wage rate, woman's hours of Paid

10



work are consistent with economic calculations. For example, a wife with

two children and a wage rate of 3.00 who works 24 hours weekly and a single

mother with one child and.a- wage rate of $4.00 who works 35 hours weekly

are in this category.

4. Economic Homemaker: for given wage rate, wpman's zero hours of

'paid work are consistent with economic calculations. For example, a wife

with a wage rate less than $2.85 and a single mother with a wage rate less

than $2.50 who are not in the labor force are in this category.

5. Market-oriented Worker: for given wage rate, woman's hours of

919 work are-too high.according to economic calculations. For example, a

wife with a wage rate less than $2.85 who is employed and a siRgle mother -
with two children and a wage rate of,$2.75 who works 32 hours weekly are in

this category, which ii comprised of both low wage (w < w*) and high wage

(w > w*) women.

6; Home-oriented Worker: .for given wage rate, woman's hours of

paid work are too low according to economic calculations. for example, a

wife with one'child'and a wage rate of $4.50 who works 30 hours weekly and

a tingle woman with a wage rata of $4.00 who works 32 hours weekly are in

this category.
%

7. Home-oriented Homemaker: for given wage rate, woman should be

, in labor market according to econOmic calculations, tut she is n'Ot. For

example, a nonemployed wife with a wage rate greater than $2.85 and a non-

employed single mother with a wage rate greater than $2.50 are in this cat-

egory.

6



Ill.. Empirical Results: Women with Work Experience

A

A. The Participatior Decision

The categorizltion of the 1974 participation decision for women

with 'work experience during .the survey period 1967-1974(12) is shown in

Table 5. If we judge these.participation decisions strictly on the basis

of the wage rate, then 116% of the women's.work decisions. are consistent

with the economic critera

6) and 54% of the decisiorp are

(categories 1, 5 low wage, 7).

iciency (Categories 2, 3, 4, 5 high wage,
*,

not consistent with' efficiency criteria
.

ver, whebge-expand the economic crite

ria to include the income test, then the 27% in category 1 become consist

et.
ent with the economic model and tile 3; in category 2 become inconsistent.

Pverall, 70% of the participation decisions ,are Correctly predicted by the

economic model witti. the income.. constraint and 30% are rorrectly

predicted. Although. tne large majority.of the employed women's partic

ipation decf4ions are economically consistent WiLh the assumed. institur

'tional framework, less than half of them are economically,efficient.

Most of 'the lowwage, lowincome women (w ( w* and fail income

,tesi) are "forced workirs'i. (category Few of them (10.%) remained com

bletely out of the labor force as "poor hOmemakers" in 1974. From'i 'policy

perspective, this means that most of the women in thiS hardcore pover'ty"

group with recent work experience.remain aftached to the labor mar4t even

though,they earn low wages.. Another small group. of 19 women failed the

income test but had wpredicted wage w > w* and:were not employed in.'i974.

From a policy perspective, these wOmen aee the only ones with recentework

experience who are not working and who would' be expected to be employed

rather than collecting government st;pport payments (if they were collecting

benefits, which is,not known). However, their extremely small number means

12
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,Category. (n =.2690)

Table 5. The Participation Decision, 1974

1. Forced Worker (w < w*, LY, LF)
2. Poor Homemaker (w ( w*, LY, NLF)
3. Economic Worker (w > w*, CH)
4. Economic Homemaker < NLF)
5. Market-oriented Worker (MH)

Low wage (w < w*)
High wage (w > w*)

6. Home-,oriented-WorRer,(w > w*, LH)
7. Home-oriented Homemaker -(4.> w*, NLF,

may alSo be LY)

I

Distribution Consistency

27% IW
3 *RW

16 R

2 R
47

(26)

(21)
4

1

Definitions: w is market wage; w* is break-even wage;LY denotes the woman..
does not pass the-income test; LF denotes in,the labor force; NLF-r
denotes not in the labor force; CH denotes correct number of paid
hburs; MH, LH denote too many and too few paid hours, respectively.
Consistency may be R (economically rational), I (ecohomically irra-
tional), IW and AW (irrational and rational,, respectively, on /the
basis-of the wage alone.but not on the basis of the income test).



that low-income women with work experience earn wages below the break-even

wage.and can be expec'ted to need supplemental income support' even when

employed.

B. The Hours Decision
4%

The test for the pariicipation decision is a weak one, since it

tells us nothing about whether the number or'paid hours actually worked is

'economically efficient. The categoriiation of the 1974 hours decision for

women employee in 1974 is shown in Table 6. On the basis of their wage

rate,-only 17%,were working. the number of hours predicted by efficiency -

criteria. Four percent were Ciorking too few hours, and 79% were working

more hours than predicted by efficiency criteria. The large majority of

those working too many hours had been ,predicted not to belit the label-

force because their wage rate w < w* This group Of employedmomen with

w < w* was evenly divideu between those constrained andthose 'net con-

strained by other income. Since those constrained bY othir income are pre-4

dieted to be empioyed,(13) a maximum of 46% of the employeu women's work'
.

decisions are consistent with the assumed ecenomic framework. Overall, the

hours decision ks not consistent with efficiency criteria,. ane the income

constraint appears to be an important determinant of the employment deci-

sion. . For 'those women who pass the income test, one-fourth (26%) make work
-

decisions consistent with the assumed economic Model. By far the'largest

group (67%) are market-oriented in their work decisions, so that they work

more for pay than ,is economically efficient. Only 7i. appear, *to be

home-oriented in their work decisions.

Steady, workers, those women Who were employed in every survey year,

show a different pattern of hours decision than sporadic 'workers, those

women who were employed in at least one surVey year but not-in every survey

1 4
o
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.Table 6.

Group

The Hours Decision, 1974

Percentage Distribution

+
+

I

:

i

1

1

1

:

1

:

:

+

1

1

Steady Workers
(n : 1215)

Sporadic Workers
' (n = 1495)

Total (n = 2710)

--

New Entrants
(n ; 166)

+-
. ,

+-
w < w*

+

1 w > w*
+
, Total

a--
1

.1.

; LY Not LY
.1.....-

1 LH

---

CH MH ,

, / ,

1

++-

: 22%
1

: 36
;

: 29

:

--."

1 32

;

17%

37

2b

41

.1.....-

1 4%
1

1 5
,

i

; 4

1,

4.--.

: 7

:

28%

8

17

..
7

30%

15

22

-

13

,

+-

11 100% 1

1 ;

1 100% :

: .., 1

1 100% 1

1 :

-4.-__-_-_--+

1 100% :

1.
. 1+ + + 4,-. +

Definitions: w is the actual wage rate; w* is break-even wage; LY
denotes constrained by income; LH, CH, and MH denote too few hours,
correetAiours-,---and-too-many hours in labor market, respectively..
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year. The hours worked by steady workers were much more likely (2b%) to be

consistent with efficiency criteria than were the hours worked by sporadic

workers (8%). Steady workers were much less 'likely (.59%), than sporadic

workers (73%) to have a wage below we..

Over one-third of the sporadic workers were working for a wage less

than w* even though they passed the inoome test; another 36% had a wage

w < w* but did not pass the income test. Sporadic workers cord be characL

terized as low income/low wage workers.
-

A .majority (52%) of sporadic workers could be categorized as.

).

market-oriented since they work more hours than predicted and are not con-

strained by income. A smaller- proportion of steady workers (471.) could be

characterized as market-oriented. Very few-(4-5%) in either groud were

home-oriented. Overall,-up to 50% of the work decisions of steady workers

and up to 44; of the decisions of sporadic workers are conzistent with the

assumed economic framework. Tne income constraint is a mcre Amportant fac-

tor for sporadic than steaay workers.

For those women with w > w* , who are the women Most likely to make

their hours decisions based on efticiency principles, 40% were working the

efficiently-correct number of hours and 51% were working more than the
4

efficiently-correct number of hours. 'Within this group, 45% of steady

workers were working the efficiently-correct number or hours 48% were

working more hours. Within this group, 29% of sporadic workers Are wor

ing the efficiently-scorrect number of hours and 54%, were working more

hours.

C. Characteristics of Steady and Sporadic Workers

The small group of sporadic workers who were employed in 1974 but

were not employed in any other survey year, called the' new entrants, have

1.6
'9
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,the same pattern for their hours decision as all sporadic workers (see

Table 6). Since three-quarters of the ,sporadic workers would not be
-N%

expected to work for pay based on their low wages (see Table 7), the eco-

nomically-puzzling aspect of their work behavior is not its sporadic liature

but rather that they work for pay at all. Almost half (46%) of the sporad-

ic workers earned wages less than or.'equal to the minimum hourly wage.of

$2.00...ano only one-quarter (24%) earned wages over $2.85. In contrast,

only 19% of the steady workers earned wages under42.01. Over half (52%)

of the steady workers earned wages over $2.85 and almost one-fifth (19%)

earned wages over $4.46.(14)

Although the majority (52%) of sporadic workers worked 40+ hours

per week, three-quarters (7.3%) of steady workers worked 40+ hours per week.

tiFew (6%) eady workers worked.less than 22 hours per iieek, while one-fifth
4

(22%) of th

)

sporadic workers did (see Table 7).

Sporadic workers also differed from steaoy workers in their number

of dhildren -- they were more likely to have:children at home, .to have a

child-44ss than 6, and to have 3 or more children (see Table 6). Sporadic

workers were similar to full=time homemakers (i.e., those women with no

work expenience during the survey years) in the number and ages of children

at home.

-
V. Empirical Results: Homemakers

Homemakers resemble sporadic workers in ways other than thefnumber

and age of children. They also have similar distributions for years of

education and years of work experience prior to the survey (i.e., before

1967). These similarities,are the basis for the assumption that homem-akers

and sporadic workers face the same opportunities in the l bor market.

1.7 10
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Table 7. Characteristics of Steady and Sporadic Vorkers; 1974

Vages (hourly)
Steady
Workers

1

:

,

1

:

$

,

;

1

;

1

1

1

1

;

Sportaic
Workers

,

s,

;

1

1

1

1

;

;

;

1

1

,

1

:

1

1

Homemakers

<$1.59
1

41.60-2.00
1

$2.01-2,50
1

$2.51-3.35 # :

$3.36-5.00
:

,>$5.00
;

Hours of Work (weekly)

7%

12

16

27
25
13

6%
21

73

- 8%

39
42

19

22$
24
19

19

9

7

22%
26
52

17%

,.
62

23
36

<22 hours
1

22-39
1

40+

Presence of-
.Children at Home

% with child < 6 years :

%.with child < 14 years 1
;. with no children 1-

with 3+.children - :

20%
. 65

23

38
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A large majority.(86;) of homemakers had a husband present in 19y4,

but 37; of their husbands did not have earnings above the poverty

threshold. (See Table d.) Altogether, almost one-half (4M) of the home-

makers did not live in families with earnings above the poverty threshold,

which was the same situation faced by sporadic workers.

On the basis of their,assumed wage rates, three-quarters of the

homemakers were rationally not in the labor force because their wages were

below the break-even wage, and one-quarter were expected to-be in the labor

force (w < w*). However, only 40% were "economic homemakers" with both a

low wage and husband's earnings above the poverty threshold. The other 35;

with low wages did.not live in families that passed the income test.

Tnerefore, on the basis of wages and the income test, 60% of the homemakers

would have been expected to be in the labor force at least part of the

time. Tne home-oriented homemakers (w > w*) were evenly divided between

.those that passed the income test and those that did not.

Overall, the full-time homemakers would generally be predicted to

be out of the labor force on the basi's of .their wages. ,Adding the income

.test greatly increases the proportion that vie would expect,to be in-the

A*labor force. Not surprisingly, this result is the mirror image' of our

predictions for sporadic workers. Both groups are characterized by low

incomeand/or' low wages, with the sOdradic workers more oriented to the

market and the homemakers more oriented to the home. ,

V. Conclusions

Together:the resulq ar the experienced workers and, the.homemakerg

give us the outcomes tor the entire,sample (see Table-9).

Un the basis of wages alone, over one=haff (55%) of the women (cat-A
1

19



Table b. The Participation Deciiion for Homemakers, 1974

Family Status (n = 1000) Population w < w* w . 0
Husbord Present 84% 64%. 20%

/0ass.income test (53) (40) (13)
Fail income test (31) (24) ( 7)

No Husband Present 16 10 ° 6
Total 100% 75% 25%

Category Distribution Consistency2. Poor Homemaker (w<O, LY, NLF) 35% RW
4. Economic Homemaker (w<O, NLF) 40 R
7. Home-oriented Homemaker (Ow*, NLF) -25 1

Passes income test (12)
Fails income test

, (13)
Total 100%

Definitions are the same as for Table.5. w* is $2.85 for wives and $2.50
for single women.
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Table 9. the Work Decision for All WOmen,,1974

-.Category. (n 3890 Distribution Consistency

1. Forced Wo ker (w < writ, LY,.LF) 20% IW
R. Poor Horn naker (w < w*, LY, NLF)

.

11

'vl

3. Economic yorker (w > w*, CH) 12
4. iconomi0 omemaker (w < w*, NLF) .12 R
5. Market-or ented Worker (MH) 35

Low wage.(w < w*) (15) I
.

High wage (w > w*) (20) R r

6. Home-oriented-Worker (w > w*, LH) 3 R
7. Home-oriented Homemaker (W > w*, NLF) - 7 I

Passes income test (3)
Fails income test (4) .Total 100;

,

Definitions are the same as for Table 5.
St

Table 10. Summary of Predictions, 1974'

. 7
+

Participation Outcomes (n = 3890) I

Correctly predict in labor Torce
1

Cotrectly predict not in labor force 1%
+

Percent correct :
1

.4...

Incorrectlly predict in labor'force
1

Incorrectly predict not in labor force- 1
..1...

Perctnt incorrect
1

4.

1

,

Total
.

4.-
,

: 1

:

:

f'

1

. +

Category (n = 3690)

"Market-oriented ,

- Home-oriented
Economic

Total
1

+

31

IVage only

35;
23
=...-

58'
.

7

35

42

100;

. 55;
10

,
35

100%

Test
+

+-

.

+

Wage and income 1
1

4.

1

1

.1.,

.1

+
/. 1

1

1

+

'1

4N

+

1

1

1

1

.....

1

+

55%
12

18

15

3

-100S

35;

21

44

100;

- -....

..

-....

:

1-.

+.

+

1

1

1

+

1

4.

1

i

,

1

1

1

+

1
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egories 1'and 5) are market-oriented in their work decisions and 10% (cate-

gories 6 and 7) are home-oriented (see.Table 10). The remaining 35% (cate-

gories 2, .3, 4) wake work decisions consistent with efficiency criteria.

When we add the income test, 3% (category 5) are market-oriented, 21% (ca-
.

tegories 2, 6, and 7) are home-oriented, and 44%.(categories 1, 3, ind.4)

are economic in their work decisions. Ohly 4$ of the women have w > w*,'

fail the income test, and are not in the labor force.

If we consider the participation decision only, then our economic.

--model correctly predicts 58% of the decisions on the 'basisof the wage rate

alone (see Table 10). Most of the incorrect.predictions are the 35% of the

sample who are predicted to be out of the labor force but' _Who are in fact-

in the labor force.

When-we add the income test, two-thirds of the wdrk decisions are

correctly predicted; the incorrect predictions are now almost evenly

divided between not in the labor force and in the labor force. Uf those

women actually in the labor force, 79 7. are correctly predicted._ f those

not in the labor force, only 40% are correctly predieted. Although the

income test increases the percent'correctly predicted to be in the labor

force (category 1) by 20 percentage Points, it also increases the percent

incorrectly predicted to be in the labor' force (category 2) by 11 percent-
4.

age points.

How economic are women's work decisions? Using the standard effi-

ciency test based on wages, we would have to ansiier *not.very,"since only

one-third of the women's work decisions were consistent with' this test.

The majority of the decisions were market-oriented, meaning that wome4gere
-

working More than predicted, ,The standard , interpretation of this ouebme

is that these women subjectively value the market goods and,servicwthey

22
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.buy idth- their earnings more than they value the output of their home

activities (including leisure) In effect, they do nut value their time at

home as milch as the aSsumed breakeven wages. This result is indirect con.

firmation of the lack of substitutability of housework 'and market
lk

purchases. Assuming ehis lack of -1substitution, the marketorientation

bpcoMes more understandable when we add the income test -- over onethird

(35W) Of the marketoriented women failed the income test.'

. Even with the income test added, only 44; of the work decisions are

categoeized ,as etonomic. Women still seem to be more oriented toward

employment than economic reasoning alone would lead us to belieVe.

X
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Footnotes

I would like to thank Todd Easton and Julie Hansen for doing the computer
programming.

1. The sample incluges those who were still part of the survey by 1974.
This is about-8% of the original sami3le in 1967.

2. For a discussion and comparison of OLS, Tobit, logit and Heckman proce
Aures, see John F. Cogan, "Labor Supply and the Value of the Housewife's
Time", Rand Corporation, April 1975. See also J. ' Heckman, "Shadow Prices
Market Wages and Labor Supply," Econometrics, July 1974; G. Henoch, "A Mul
.tiracial Model of Labor Supply: Methodology for Estimation," Rand Corpo
ration, September 1976; J.P. Schultz, "Estimating Labor- Supply Functions
for Married Women," Rand Corporation, February 1975; and J. Cogan,'"Labor
Supply with Time and Money Costs of_Participation," Rand Corporation, Octo
ber 1977.

j. The explanatory power of the estimated wage equations are quite low in
all the equations basedSn human capital variables. For example, Cogar's
wage equations actounted for 1b 7. of the observei variation (see "Labor Sup,

ply with Tip and Money Costs of Participation,",p. 39). using the NLS for
mature women (1967 Survey).

4. U.S. bureau of the Census, Statist'ical Abstract of the,pnited States:
19o0, washington, D.C., 19b0, Table No. 707. For employeeslUvered in 1906
ana later years, the minimum wage rose to $1,90.

.5. This regression had 2727 obserratiohs. .Wages below $.50 and above $20
per hour were dropped. R adjusted for the mean of the dependent variable.

6. The.growth.rate asiociated with ED for the average education of 11.86
years almost exactlg offsets the coeffici t on log.w .

7. See Clair Brown, ."An Institutional Model of Wives' Work Decisions,"-
Working Paper, Department of Economic's% University of California, August
1982.

8. The wage rates used are those Aported by William H. Gouger and Kathryn
E. Walker, "The Dollar Value of Household Work," Department of Consumer

4482:10mics, 1973. These 1971 wages are inflated by the Consumer Price Index
to-1974 dollars. These wages'are slightly lower than wages reported in the
Current Population Survey, as used in Janice Peskin, "Measuring Household.
Production tor the GNP," Family Economic Review, U.S. Department of Agri
culture, 1982(3), Pp. 16-25.

.

9. Tax rates are from Clair Vickery', "Women's Economic Contribution to the
Family," in Ralph Smith, editor, The Subtle Revolution: Women at Work, The
Urban Institute, Washington, D4,,,-1979.,

10. Some flelibility in hours is assumed since women are constrained in
the paid hours offered.,
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11. The income test is Made on-husband's earnings for women with a husbang
present. The Social Security thresholds for husbandwife families in 1974
were $3329 (2 people), $3957 (3 people), $5040 (4 people), $5957 (5
people), $6706 (6 people), $8728 (7+ people). Single women were assumed to '

automatically fail the income test since the income data for them was not
good and they do not legally have claims on others' earnings except for
child support payments, which are not usually reliable. If a woman's wage
was greater% than w*, the income test was ignored since this allowed her
earnings above the poverty threshold for_a i. least three children.

12. Of the active cases in 1974, 90; (3894) had sufficient data reported
to be included in this analysis.

13. An,hours test could be applied here in terms of workint up to suffi
cient income. Since this is not done, categorizing these women's decisions
as "economic" is an upper bound.

14. Consumer prices rose 64% between 1974 and 1981. The $2.50 wage is
$4.60 in 1974 dollars.

15. Although we might expect new entrants to earn less in the labor market
than other sporadic workers, in fact they have the same wage distribution
although they work fewer hours.. For this reason, the wage distribution of
all sporadic workers was assigned to homemakers.
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